
Ben & Holly live in a tiny little world, where 
flowers are giants and a ladybird is one of their 
best friends. Introduce your little Jr. to this 
miniature environment with a expedition around 
your garden or local park to help discover these 
mini marvels for themselves.

Print out the tick list on page 2 showing some 
common little creatures and plants to find, or 
get your little Jr. to make their own.

To help study these in more detail, why not 
make your own wildlife watcher out of an old 
drinks bottle and a plastic cup following the 
easy steps in the panel on the right?

When you’ve found a creature or plant from 
the tick list, use your wildlife watcher to take a 
closer look. Gently place the base over the top 
of what you want to see and look at it through 
the cup. Never touch animals or plants with 
your fingers unless you know they are safe.

It’s very important to always be kind to nature. 
Make sure you are very gentle when you are 
looking through your wildlife watcher and 
always let the creature go after one minute. 
Always be careful with plants and leaves, so not 
to damage them, and watch out for any fairies 
or elves while you’re exploring!

Explore Ben & Holly’s Little Kingdom
Get out and explore your own little kingdom and see what you discover

The construction of the wildlife 
watcher should always be 
undertaken by a grown-up, as it 
involves the use of scissors and 
sharp plastic edges. Please take 
care when making this and always 
supervise your little ones when they 
are using the wildlife watcher.

1 Cut the bottom off an old clear plastic 
drinks bottle. This will need to be done 
by a grown-up, as the edges can be really 
sharp.

2 To protect little fingers (and little bugs!) 
from being hurt by the sharp edges, take 
an old plastic carrier bag and cut down 
one side and along the bottom so it’s flat.

3 Cut the handles and any excess plastic off 
so you are left with a rectangular shape. 
Fold this until it’s about 60mm wide. Wrap 
this around the bottom of the bottle and 
secure with tape. Fold it over the sharp 
edges onto the inside of the bottle and 
secure with tape.

4 Cut a hole in the bottom of the plastic cup 
that’s the same size as the mouth of the 
bottle and attach it to the bottle, using 
tape to secure if required.
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Explore Ben & Holly’s Little Kingdom
Explore your own little kingdom and see what you can find.

Snail 
Ant 
Ladybird 
Woodlice 
Caterpillar 
Daisy 
Dandelion 
Buttercup 
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